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About This Content
Experiments on a mysterious girl triggered a cosmic shock wave throughout the world that gifted various young girls with
special powers. Many of these girls were recruited and militarized to help usher in a new era of world peace. They labeled a
soldier with these powers as a Vanguard Princess; these are their stories.

Features:
Original comic series exclusive to Steam
Free updates for new chapter releases
PDF digital format to read on other devices
BONUS: A collection of hi-res artwork
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It is fun but too Glitchy. Custom game saves usually corrupt, not fun spending time playing just to have your save file not
work/crash the game.. its more like matching pairs then solitaire but still fun and not too brain wrecking LOL. Wow... I really
enjoyed playing to this game. Great atmosphere, dark story with a lot of humour, music, ambience, characters, places,... all is
perfect.
Maybe a little negative point to the difficulty... some puzzles are to easy and... 'Dannazione', Jack told you were you maybe have
to go for the next step. Ok, I follow his intuition... ;)
Hoping that 'Face Noir 2' will be realesed soon.... Really fun strat game for the adverage user. I suggest it as it can get hard and
make the user think. :-). Horrible. All I wanted was to use an Xbox One controller wirelessly with the steam Link. I had the
dongle and then bought this product hoping it would solve the issue. It did not. Requested a refund.
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This game is one of those where you can play through it once and laugh at the jokes and get through the normal route of the
game with minimal head scratching, but then go back for secret areas which will take you a fair bit longer to find. I really like
how it plays with platformer conventions, and with the exception of one part which was kind of dev hell levels of unintuitive the
game gave a nice sense of satisfaction after working them out. I'd defo say buy it on a sale if you just wanna try it out, but if
you're the type that likes level editors and the bonus content thereof then it's well worth the full price.. Its a simple game but
overall ok, the only huge drawback is the stupid difficulty jump from level 4-5 since it requires you to go from easy afk mode to
dont ♥♥♥♥ up ever mode.
Also the game loses its charm very quickly when you learn that the snap on your wrist for messing up is the sound of static
touching your ears in the most nail being pounded into your head with a ballpin hammer way possible.
Overall its short, kinda skillbased, and fun. Worth buying if you want to blow a few bucks or just pick it up during a sale. It will
probably just gather dust in your library after playing it for a while like all those other games you have anyways.. This is a game
that i am going to rate a 6/10 as this is going to be something that i can go on now and then and play the game but it's something
that if you have to go out soon or something, you are able to play a couple of level great game and amazing for the
achievements.. Like some others have said, I really wanted to like this game. The classic Fallout games are some of my favorite
games ever and maybe that's the problem. I was looking for more classic Fallout. This game just feels empty. The artwork is
great, but you can't really interact with anything. You go into different areas and there's nothing going on and nobody to talk to.
I also didn't like the random inventories of NPCs. There's no point in going after certain people because you won't get what they
are holding. But, you can just walk out of screen, then walk back and their inventory will change, which is also lame. Ultimately,
I just got bored and couldn't finish the game.. scrolling though steam yesterday and the name Tentacult caught my eye, watched
the trailer for it and just cracked up laughing. best 99c iv ever spent on anything, the game is simple yet very addictive to play.
well worth the 99c i paid for this 10\/10 would buy again
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